
 

Humpty Dumpty Hatched: Transformation for Everyone 

 

Overview 

Thirty-five years ago I was dying.  One of the two things I vowed not to let happen to me 

happened.  Cancer loomed large. I went to my pastor for comfort but received instead a strange 

directive.  He told me to listen to the message the pain had for me.  What ensued was a 

conversation between two parts of my personality which resulted in a cooperative venture that 

saved my life physically and allowed an entirely new personality to emerge. 

 

Part memoir of a miracle and part unique insight into psychological phenomena, Humpty Dumpty 

Hatched: Transformation for Everyone  has indeed something for everyone whose shell is 

breaking and whose wall is crumbling.  It tells the secret that is intended to be shouted from the 

rooftops.  No trying harder.  No giving yourself endless affirmations.  No getting busy. 

  

As personal story, Humpty Dumpty Hatched suggests our kinship with the nursery rhyme egg, 

but unlike Humpty, our need is to break open our shell and allow a new being to emerge. A new 

being that  is cleansed of anger and guilt.  A new being that has expanded space for creativity 

and authentic joy. A new being that finds itself satisfied in merely being rather than needing to 

justify its existence by doing.  

 

Meet the person I was for much of my life—driven, controlling, determined to have life work on 

my terms.  Meet the me after of my shell-breaking, three-day crisis—free, laughing, whole. 

 

My repeated question, “Why me? Why has this happened to me?” was, each time I asked it, 

answered with, “why not you?  Why not everyone?”  And I realized that my story is intended for 

everyone. 

 

After pondering for a year the idea that something was missing, I found the secret, in the chance 

discovery of a written conversation years earlier where permission was given to a force beyond 

my conscious will to do for me what I could not do for myself.  See how easy it is to begin a 

dialog with your own Inner Wisdom—not a leap of faith, not a brave deed, not an act of 

surrender, but rather an endeavor toward union. 

 

I went looking for examples of interior dialogue in literature, scripture, mythology, and 

psychological theories.  My readings prompted my own ideas and I offer them to you. See if 

your inner Parent-Adult-Child has deteriorated into a Tyrant-Victim-Orphan and what you can 

do about it.  Scan a four-part Life Positions diagram and find yourself in one of the quadrants.  

Look at the inner games you’ve been playing and find out how your inner Child can rescue what 

needs rescuing.  Remember your favorite legend and let it speak to you of your own inner hero.   

Humpty Dumpty Hatched offers an alternative to the fight-or-flight mentality, one which has not 

been explored, where two parties within the personality, who seem to be opposites, discover each 

other and freely resolve to become partners in the process of wholeness 


